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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional numerical models were used to further study appropiiate conditions

at the open boundaries for regional models forced by parameters from a global tidal model.

The open boundary condition of Reid and Bodine (1968) was applied to regional models of the

western Florida shelf, north-central Gulf of Mexico, and the Kenya Coast. In addition, two

semienclosed basins were modeled, the Persian Gulf, and the entire Gulf of Mexico.

A number of tests were conducted to determine how well forcing, using the tidal

constants from the 10xl ° Schwiderski global model (1981, 1983) could reproduce regional

tides as determined from observations. As seen in our previous work, the Reid and Bodine

formulation was quite effective in driving the regional models while still allowing wave energy

to propagate through the open boundaries and out of the model.

The western Florida shelf is known to resonate with the M2 tide. Under such

circumstances, the bottom friction becomes quite important in obtaining correct predictions of

the observed tidal amplitudes. Several bottom friction schemes with varying drag coefficients

were tested for both the north-central gulf and Florida shelf models. The results are discussed

in light of the fact that we seek one scheme that would be applicable for both resonant and

nonresonant situations.

In the basin modeling experiments, the M2 tide could not be reproduced by forcing

with just the Schwiderski tidal constants at the open boundaries. Perhaps the most significant

problem with the Persian Gulf is the fact that it is not included in Schwiderski's global model.

As for the entire Gulf of Mexico, direct gravitational forcing of the water is found to be

critically important. Apparently the effect of this direct gravitational forcing does not result in a

large enough signal at the Yucatan and Florida Straits such that this basin-wide model can be

reproduced by forcing only at these two open boundaries.
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A Coupled Regional Tide Model

INTRODUCTION

In a previous study on the modeling of ocean tides, Lewis and Hsu (1990) pursued the
topic of developing a methodology by which the tidal phases and amplitudes of a coarse grid
global model could be used for forcing along the open boundaries of a relatively small, fine grid,
regional model. The regional model would then be able to provide greater detail on the spatial
variations of tidal amplitudes and phases. Such information is often of great value in the planning
of bathymetric surveys, the determination of appropriate sampling strategies, and the spacing of
tide gauges and current meter arrays.

Lewis and Hsu (hereafter, L&H) used the Reid and Bodine (1968) open boundary
condition to both force a regional model of the north-central Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and allow
any reflected energy to radiate out through the open boundaries. The forcing parameters came
from the l 0xl ° global model of Schwiderski (1981, 1983). The regional model was a linearized,
vertically integrated, hydrodynamic model with bottom friction inversely proportional to the depth
squared. L&H found that the Reid and Bodine (hereafter, R&B) boundary condition was quite
effective in driving the model and in reproducing observed tidal amplitudes and phases along the
Texas, Louisiana. nd Mississippi Coasts. Also, factors related to the application of the R&B
boundary conditi. , were noted by L&H. First, the R&B boundary condition is based on linear
wave theory and should be used with models that have grid spacings of 28 km. This restriction

is based on a minimum model depth of 1 m. As the minimum depth increases, the minimum grid

size also increases.
It was also found that the R&B boundary condition had to be applied to all the open

boundaries of the regional model. Simulations were conducted by using the R&B forcing along
the deep water open boundaries, with other nonforcing conditions along an open boundary
perpendicular to shore. These simulations resulted in amplitudes and phases which, at some
locations, were not consistent with observations and other model results. L&H concluded that
the application of a nonforcing boundary condition could result in interior solutions to the tidal

forcing that could be quite different from the actual tides.
In this paper, we continue our studies into the coupling of global and regional models

using the R&B boundary condition. Specifically we modeled the western Florida shelf, which is
known to resonate with the M2 tide. Bottom friction is an important factor when dealing with a
resonant shelf, and it was found that a frictional coefficient, which is inversely proportional to
depth was required for the Florida shelf. We then performed the north-central GOM simulations
again, as well as additional simulations for the Kenya Coast. The results from all these
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simulations indicate that tidal forcing using the R&B boundary formulation worked well when a

linear friction coefficient of 7.5x10- 4 (m/s) was used.

THE REGIONAL MODEL

The numerical model used for the regional simulations is the two-dimensional, vertically

integrated, finite-difference, hydrodynamic model described in L&H. The equations of motion

are

au - fv + gD = -Cu/Dn

at ax
(1)

_v + fu + gD H = -Cv/Dn

at ay

where u and v are the x-directed and y-directed transports, f is the Coriolis parameter, g is

gravitational acceleration, t is time, H is the sea surface elevation, D is the water depth, C is a

bottom friction coefficient, n is an integer, and the RHS of the above expressions represent the

horizontal bottom stresses in the x and y directions. In L&H, n = 2. The equation of continuity

is

au + Dv+ aH = 0.

ax ay at

The formulation of the model is given in L&H. In this study, it was found that the

resonating M2 tide over the Florida shelf was quite sensitive to the parameterization of friction.

Indeed, the M2 tide over the Florida shelf could not be reproduced using L&H's friction

formulation that was proportional to depth squared. Instead, we used a formulation that has

friction inversely proportional to D (i.e., n = 1 in (1); Reid and Whitaker, 1981). Because of the

sensitivity to friction, as well as the fact that the Florida shelf covered a large region in the north-

south direction, the model was changed to spherical coordinates and enhanced to include a
variable Coriolis parameter (see Reid and Whitaker, 1981). In this way, the nuances of different

bottom friction formulations would not be confused with the results of spatially varying grid sizes

and Coriolis effects.

As in our previous work, the R&B expression,
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U = +(H-rl)(gD) 1/2 (2)

is used to describe transports perpendicular to open water boundaries. Here U is the transport
perpendicular to the boundary, T1 is the specified tidal height, and the expression is positive for

open boundaries in the positive x and y directions but negative in the negative x and y directions.

The above expression is a simple energy radiation condition that allows us to specify the transport
U along the open boundary of the edge of a model grid cell by using the tidal height (from the
global model of Schwiderski, 1981, 1983) and the sea surface elevation of the interior of the grid
cell (determined from the model itself). Any waves that are reflected from the model bathymetry

or coastline (the H component in the expression) are allowed to pass through the boundary while
forcing is still provided by the tides (the ri component of the expression).

TIDAL FORCING OF REGIONAL MODELS

Western Florida Shelf
The western Florida shelf (Fig. 1) was chosen as a region to be modeled because it is

known that the shelf is highly resonant with the M2 tide (Reid and Whitaker, 1981). In

particular, it is the direct gravitational forcing (as opposed to forcing at the Yucatan and Florida
Straits) that is responsible for the enhanced tidal heights over the shelf. Thus, it is of interest to

test the ability of our coupling methodology to: (1) reproduce a resonant response and (2) produce
the response only with forcing at the boundaries (i.e., by not including the direct body forcing).

The western Florida region consists of a wide, shallow shelf that is bordered on the north
by the Florida panhandle and on the south by the deeper waters of the Florida Straits. The
horizontal grid spacing for the model was one-eighth of a degree. The tidal amplitudes and phases
were determined at each grid point at the end of 8 days of simulation time following L&H.

As mentioned previously, it was found that the M2 tides could only be reproduced using

the frictional formulation given in equation (1) with n = 1. A number of values for C were tested
for both the M2 and the 01 tidal constituents. Figures 2 and 3 show the resulting tidal amplitudes

and phases with C = 7.5x10-4 m/s. The model does a good job in reproducing the resonance of
the M2 tide (Fig. 2a). The propagation of the M2 tide is seen to be from the south to the north.
The 01 amplitudes are small, with maximum amplitudes some 2 cm smaller than indicated by
observations. The phases (Fig. 3b) show little variation throughout most of the study area.

Observed tidal constants were used to produce time histories of the M2 and 01 tides at

Cedar Key and Naples, Florida. These are compared with the model-predicted variations in
Figures 4 and 5. The model slightly overestimates the M2 amplitudes while it underpredicts the
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01 amplitudes. Although the percent error of the 01 amplitude is significant, the absolute

error is only -3 cm. Also, the model M2 tides precede the observed tides, with the greatest

difference being at Naples (1 hr, or an 8% phase error). The 01 phases at Cedar Key and

Naples are within 10% of the observed phase.

The North-Central Gulf of Mexico

As a result of the modifications of the numerical model (friction formulation, variable

Coriolis, and spherical coordinates), it was decided that the simulations of L&H in the north-

central GOM should be performed again. The north-central gulf region encompasses a wide shelf

off the Texas Coast, as well as a narrow shelf around the Mississippi Delta (Fig. 6). Maximum

depths are greater than 2700 m while minimum depths are 2 m. The horizontal grid spacing for

the model was one-eighth of a degree. The M2 tidal amplitudes and phases (with C = 7.5x10-4

m/s) are shown in Figure 7. These are almost identical to our previous results. Figure 8 gives
the model-predicted amplitudes and phases for the 01 tidal constituent. The contour plot of the

phases is rather complicated, but the variations throughout most of the study area are rather small,

of the order of 80 (2%).

Observed tidal constants were used to produce time histories of the M2 and 01 tides at the

coastal locations of Galveston, Texas, and Cat Island, Mississippi. A comparison of these actual

tidal variations and those from our regional model are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The model
slightly overestimates the M2 amplitudes. Also, the model M2 tide lags the observed tide at

Galveston by 30 minutes (a 4% phase shift). The agreement for 01 tide at Galveston is good,

with a slight overestimate of the maximum tidal height. We also see that the model tide lags the
observed 01 tide. The model 01 amplitude for Cat Island is somewhat too small, but the phase is

almost exact. Overall, the model amplitudes and phases were within 10% of the observations.

Model Tuning

The simulations showed that the model-predicted M2 tidal amplitudes tended to be slightly

too large. On the other hand, the model-predicted 01 amplitudes tended to be too small.

However, the M2 errors were less than 8% except at Cat Island (-20% error), and the absolute

error at Cat Island was only -1 cm. Similarly, the amplitude errors for the 01 tide were less than

9% except at Naples (-25% error), and the absolute 01 amplitude error at Naples was only

-3 cm.

It was found that the amplitude errors could be reduced by slightly modifying the drag
coefficient C. Increasing the value of C provided better predictions for the M2 tidal amplitude
while decreasing the value of C provided better predictions of the 01 tidal amplitude. This is a

common phenomena, with current regimes oscillating at higher frequencies requiring larger drag
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coefficients. For the modeling of more than one tidal species, an optimum value for C must be
chosen to provide the best overall tidal predictions. If no data exist for tuning a regional model,
then C = 7.5x10-- m/s would be an appropriate value to use.

In order to determine if the model accuracy could be improved, other bottom friction
parameterizations were considered. We began with the bottom friction of L&H that has the form

of (-Cu/D 2 ,-Cv/D 2 ). The inverse depth squared formulation is often used during the modeling of
wind-driven situations to keep coastal grid points from going completely dry in the model. Test

simulations showed that such a formulation was incapable of providing enough frictional
damping over the resonant Florida shelf, regardless of the value of C. The model Florida shelf
M2 tidal amplitudes were close to twice observed values. We must conclude that frictional

damping in the deeper waters of a resonating shelf are too important to use an inverse depth

squared formulation for bottom friction.
We also performed a number of simulations using bottom friction in the form of

(-C(u 2 +v2 )l/ 2 u/D,-C(u 2 +v2 )l/ 2 v/D). This essentially allows friction to be a function of the
magnitude of the current, which is commonly the case. However, coastal tidal currents tend to be
relatively small, so the effects of the nonlinearity of friction may not be noticeable. This appears
to be the case for our GOM regional models, for the simulations with this frictional formulation
gave results that were virtually identical to those presented.

Tidei on the Kenya Shelf
Based on the simulations of the Florida shelf and the north-central GOM, it was decided

to attempt the modeling of the Kenya shelf using C = 7.5x10-4 m/s. The Kenya shelf drops off
rather rapidly, reaching a depth of 1500 m only 110 km offshore. The Kenya model domain and

bathymetry are shown in Figure 11. The grid spacing is one-eighth of a degree, both in latitude

and longitude.
Simulations were run for the M2 and KI tidal constituents. Observed M2 tidal variations

at the coastal stations of Shimoni and Kilifi (Fig. 11) are compared with the model predictions in
Figure 12. The M2 amplitude was slightly overpredicted at Shimoni and Kilifi (by 5% at both
sites). There were small phase shifts at both stations. While the M2 tides were slightly

overpredicted, the KI tides (Fig. 13) were underpredicted (7% at Shimoni and 4% at Kilifi). The
Kl phase was shifted 3% at both stations. Overall, the coupling methodology appears to work

quite well.
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TIDAL FORCING OF SEMIENCLOSED BASINS

Our studies have also included the application of our coupling methodology to

semienclosed basins. Basin modeling is of particular interest for a variety of reasons. Firstly,
many basins must be forced at their entrances, which can be rather limited regions. L&H
performed a test simulation of a closed channel that was forced at its open end. They showed that
the R&B formulation introduces some modifications to the tidal forcing signal as a result of wave
energy reflected from the end of the channel. In such cases, the tidal amplitudes all along the
channel are considerably smaller than the results obtained analytically. Such a situation could
result when forcing a regional model of a basin.

Secondly, some basins may be of such a size and have such spatially limited entrances
that direct body forcing cannot be ignored when the R&B formulation is used at the entrances of

the basin. To be sure, the tidal parameters at the basin entrances from a global model will contain
some information related to tidal energy entering the basin and tidal energy resulting from direct
forcing. However, the direct forcing energies at the mouth of a basin may not reflect significant
amounts of the overall body forcing energies that are felt through the domain of the basin. In such
a case, our methodology could not provide the required forcing to reproduce the observed tides

within the basin.

We present two basin model tests. The first is for the Persian Gulf basin (Fig. 14). The
Persian Gulf is a long, narrow, semienclosed basin that opens into the Arabian Sea via the Strait
of Hormuz. The longitudinal axis of the Persian Gulf runs from the east to west-northwest.
Maximum depths are slightly greater than 75 m, while most of the depths lie between 25 and
50 m. In many ways, the Persian Gulf is similar to the channel simulated by L&H.

Unfortunately, the Persian Gulf was not included in the global model of Schwiderski (1983).
Thus, the amplitudes and phases from the global tide model do not reflect the interaction between

the Persian Gulf and the north Arabian Sea.

The second basin is the entire GOM. The semidiurnal tides within the GOM are primarily
driven by direct body forcing. Thus, the GOM provides a good test to ascertain the ability of the
R&B boundary formulation to drive the entire basin by forcing only at the Yucatan and Florida

Straits.

A Persian Gulf Regional Model

A regional model was set up for the Persian Gulf using the numerical model described
previously. The grid spacing was one-tenth of a degree, both in latitude and longitude. The
stations that were used to compare observed versus model-predicted values are Saffaniya,
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Bushehr, and Lavar (Fig. 14). Simulations were run for two different boundary configurations,
for the M2 tide. The first configuration consisted of open-water boundaries in the Arabian Sea,

82 km from the mouth of the Strait of Hormuz and extending 255 km to the south. The second
configuration was a north-south boundary across the narrowest portion of the Strait of Hormuz,

approximately 70 km in length.
Driving the model with the first configuration of two boundaries in the Arabian Sea yields

the amplitude contours shown in Figure 15. The maximum amplitude occurs in the Strait of
Hormuz, greater than 70 cm. Two amphidromic points are indicated, one in the north and
another in the south. Data shown in the Admiralty Tide Tables (1982) indicate that the pattern is
correct, but the amplitudes are too small. Observed and modeled tidal variations are shown in
Figure 16. These also point out the degree of underestimating the tidal amplitude as well as errors

in the tidal phase.

The tidal forcing at the open boundaries of the above simulations were increased until the
implicit solutions of the tidal amplitude at the open boundaries match those given by the

Schwiderski model. This resulted in some improvement in the predicted amplitudes, but the
errors were still relatively large. This may be just the result of the fact that the global model did
not include the Persian Gulf. The model was then forced at the Straits of Hormuz to determine if
realistic fluctuations could be obtained. In order to drive the model from the Strait of Hormuz,
tidal constants obtained from the Admiralty Tide Tables were used. Thus, the simulation does not
represent coupling between the regional and global models. The model produced an average
amplitude value across the Strait of Hormuz that was 50% lower than the input values from the
Admiralty Tide Tables, and the amplitudes throughout the domain of the model were significantly
lower than the Arabian Sea simulations. However, the phases are much more accurate, witt a 2%
maximum phase shift. When the amplitudes at the Straits of Hormuz were increased, the model

still underestimated the amplitudes at all the stations.

The Gulf of Mexico Regional Model
The GOM is a large semiclosed basin with two relatively small openings (Fig. 17). The

Florida Straits are a little over 200 km wide and are -2000 m deep. The Yucatan Straits are a little
less than 200 km wide and are -2000 m deep. The basin has some broad shelves and some

narrower shelves and has a maximum depth about 3600 m.

A number of stations were used to compare observed versus model-predicted tidal
amplitudes and phases, and these are also shown in Figure 17. Three simulations were run for
the M2 tidal constituent. The first consisted of forcing from the open water boundaries across the
Yucatan and Florida Straits (port forcing) using the R&B formulation and the tidal parameters
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from the Schwiderski global model. The second simulation consisted of direct gravitationa
forcing, without port forcing. The third scenario consisted of both direct and port forcing.

The model used in these simulations is the one discussed by Blumberg and Mellor (1987).
The model used in all the previous simulations uses an implicit, alternating direction solution
scheme that has been shown to generate spurious basin modes in the GOM as a result of the
solution technique (Reid and Whitaker, 1981). Thus, we use the Blumburg-Mellor model, which
is a fully nonlinear, hydrodynamic model, that uses an explicit solution scheme. The model was
run in its two dimensional mode with bottom friction parameterized as (-C(u 2 +v2 )l/ 2 u/D,
-C(u 2 +v2 )l/ 2 v/D). The value of C was 2.5x10- 3 .

The model was forced at the Florida and Yucatan Straits, and the results are shown in
Figure 18. It can be seen that the amplitudes over the Florida shelf are significantly
underestimated while the phase is reasonably correct at all the stations. These results have been
tuned so that the resultant amplitudes at both the Florida and Yucatan Straits match the
Schwiderski values. The tuning is obtained by multiplying the Schwiderski amplitudes at the
ports by approximately 2.

Direct gravitational forcing was added to the model (Reid and Whitaker, 1981), and a
radiation boundary condition was used at the two ports. Before conducting any simulations, the
direct gravitational forcing parameters (amplitude and phase) must be adjusted to account for the
influence of friction. The results of Reid and Whitaker (1981) indicate that the amplitudes should
be reduced by a factor of 0.6 and the phases should be shifted by -20'. A simulation was made
with the body forcing adjusted as suggested in Reid and Whitaker, and there was no port forcing.
The results (Fig. 19) show that the amplitudes are significantly underestimated at the ports and at
Campeche, while the phase is off considerably at most of the stations. Again, it is important to
point out that these resultq have already been tuned based on the results of Reid and Whitaker

(1981).
Combining the tuned port and direct forcing yields the results shown in Figure 20. The

agreement between the mode! results and observations is reasonable, but it is obvious that

additional tuning is required.

DISCUSSION

Several other test simulations were made to test the R&B condition using the Florida and
central GOM regional models. The models were run using the M2 forcing and Eq. (2) as the

boundary condition but with H = 0 corresponding to the traditional height specified boundary
condition. This allowed the tidal energy to enter the model domains but did not allow any wave
energy approaching the open boundaries to leave the model domains. As expected, the results
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were quite different than those shown in Figures 2 and 7, the amplitudes being far too large. For

the north-central GOM model, the tidal amplitudes ranged from 50 to >250 cm.

Other simulations were patterned after those of L&H in which either a simple radiation

condition or a zero-gradient condition was applied to the eastern boundary of the north-central

GOM model. In L&H, the M2 tide was simulated using these nonforcing boundary conditions,

and the results were solutions that were different than the actual tides or other model results.

These tests were repeated with the radiation and zero-gradient conditions along the western open

boundary of the model. This was done since twe M2 tide propagates from east to west in the

model domain, and it is conceivable that better predictions could be obtained with such boundary

conditions. The results, however, do not bear this out. The amplitudes and phases in the

western part of the model had some notable differences from the results given by Reid and

Whitaker (1981) and those shown in Figure 7.

Overall, the numerical simulations indicate that the Reid and Bodine open boundary

condition can be quite effective in coupling a regional model with a global tidal model. This

appears to be true for the semidiurnal and diurnal tides in our GOM and Kenya Coast test

regions.

As for the basin studies, neither the Persian Gulf nor the GOM provided good results

when driven only by the Schwiderski tidal constants using the R&B condition. While the phase

shifts for the Persian Gulf were acceptable, several of the stations had significant amplitude

discrepancies ranging from 24-45%, with absolute errors over 10 cm. And even though a

reasonably accurate GOM model could be developed by the incorporation of direct body forcing,

it is seen that a tuning process is still required.

The Persian Gulf, which is geometrically similar to the channel problem discussed by

L&H, exhibits tidal behavior similar to the channel problem (e.g., amplitudes at the mouth that

are -60% of the appropriate value). If this is true, we cannot expect accurate amplitudes and

phases without adjustment of the global model parameters used to drive the model at the mouth of

the gulf. On the other hand, we also cannot discount the possibility that the problem lies with the

fact that Schwiderski's global model did not include the Persian Gulf.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results indicate that the ', eid and Bodine open boundary formulation is quite effective

in driving a regional model using parameters from a global model. Test simulations with a zero-

gradient or radiation boundary condition at some of the model open boundaries confirm the

findings of L&H: the R&B formulation should be applied at all the open boundaries to obtain the

most accurate estimates of tidal amplitudes and phases. The application of the R&B formulation
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to semienclosed basins required considerable tuning and, therefore, should be used with great

care.
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Bodine boundary condition with the Schwiderski tidal constants.
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Fig. 12. A comparison of the M2 tide levels from the Kenya Coast regional model and those

predicted by the observed tide amplitudes and phases at Shimoni and at Kilifi.
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Fig. 13. A comparison of the KI tide levels from the Kenya Coast regional model and those

predicted by the observed tide amplitudes and phases at Shimoni and at Kilifi.
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Fig. 14. Bathymetry for the Persian Gulf regional

model.
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Fig. 15. M2 amplitude contours for the Persian

Gulf when the regional model is driven from the

Arabian Sea.
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Fig. 18. A comparison between the observed and model-predicted M2 tide variations from the

Gulf of Mexico basir model for various stations along the Gulf of Mexico when the model is

driven at the Yucatan and Florida Straits.
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Fig. 19. A comparison between the observed and model-predicted M2 tide variations from the

Gulf of Mexico basin model for various stations along the Gulf of Mexico when the model is

driven by direct gravitational forcing.
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Fig. 20. A comparison between the observed and model-predicted M2 tide variations from the

Gulf of Mexico basin model for various stations along the Gulf of Mexico when the model is

driven by both the port and direct gravitational forcing.
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